Bidding management
finally made simple.
Direct, simple, effective and connected.
MaestroBid is a free web-based service that automates the
construction bid management processes. MaestroBid enables
contractors to securely, confidentially and quickly publish
and manage their entire bid offer via the Internet, while
simultaneously improving interactive, real-time communication
with subcontractors.
• Manage all your bid proposals online
• Target invitations to qualified bidders
• Create your online bidding network
• Secure 24/7 access
• Protect the environment with paperless bidding

MaestroBid centralizes project information into a
simple bid form. It automatically targets invitations
to qualified bidders. Create a virtual database of
your subcontractors with contacts, territorial and
skill information for central reference. Manage bid proposals
with up-to-date information on an easy-to-use dashboard.

MaestroBid offers you a better
control over your bidding
processes. You don’t need to
buy and install any software.
Just submit your offers to your community
with unequalled rapidity in real-time.
• Optimize your bidding processes
• Maximize the power of your network
• Take full advantage of your business
• Discover new business possibilities

MaestroBid links projects with bids
and documentation, giving you full
control and reporting over your
project data. Bid proposals are
manageable with ease and simplicity.

MaestroBid sends
invitations, plans and specs
to subcontractors who
can accept or decline the bid offer.
MaestroBid’s import features allows
you to transfer your data from Excel
or Outlook.
To learn more,
go to maestrobid.com

MAESTROBID - DISCOVER A NEW WORLD OF HIGH EFFICIENCY.
MaestroBid offers a unique, secure community approach to bid management that streamlines your
process, simplifies sub-contractor communications and reduces costs.
Take full advantage of your business network

Subscribe now

From defining a new project right through to selecting regionally-based specialized
subcontractors, MaestroBid provides you with a simple interface that automates
every stage of the bid process — reducing costs and improving productivity.

State-of-the-art bid management built for performance
MaestroBid keeps your bid invitations, addenda and plans
in one secure, online location that you can access from
anywhere 24/7. Receive bid invitations and instantly submit
proposals with all relevant information to your secure online
space. Link projects with bids and documentation and get
full control and reporting over your project data.

Discover the paperless world
of high-efficiency online bidding
MaestroBid allows general contractors
to easily organize and distribute electronic documents to key subcontractors,
ensuring everyone has permission-based/
confidential access to up-to-date information with the click of a mouse. Paperwork
is minimized, reducing errors, reducing
waste and reducing costs — all while improving project-wide communication.

With MaestroBid, you can easily compare bid proposals and respond instantly with certified
confidentiality. MaestroBid allows you to view the complete bid history of each project and
manage the bidding qualification process for optimal results. For more info maestrobid.com

Founded in 1989 by its president Robert Meunier (engineer), Maestro Technologies specializes in the development of high-performance
accounting and management solutions for the construction industry. Maestro customers include general contractors, heavy and civil contractors,
homebuilders, service and trade contractors, concrete and aggregate producers, drilling and mining contractors, fabricators, and manufacturers.

maestro.us

